Workshops organized by ALCOR

- WAPCV 08 - The 5th International Workshop on Attention in Cognitive Systems, Santorini, Greece, 2008
- Dagstuhl Workshop in Cognitive Robotics, Wadern, Germany, 2010
- ICVW 2011 - The 6th International Cognitive Vision Workshop (Situated Vision vs Internet Vision), San Francisco, CA, USA, 2011
- HRI 14 Workshop - Attention Models in Robotics: Visual Systems for better HRI, Bielefeld, Germany, 2014
- ICRA 2014 Workshop: Robots in homes and industry: where to look first?, Hong Kong, China, 2014
- Workshop on Challenges in 3D motion planning and control for articulated tracked robots in Urban Search & Rescue, Rome, Italy, 2015

Symposia organized by ALCOR